Verbs 4th practice

If you can do this, you’re in very good shape on the verbs.
  • Are the following verbs strong or weak?
  • What class do they belong to?
  • How do you know?
  • Answer the sub-question.

1. Inf. *senk"an, Pret.Pl. *sunkum ‘to sink’
   a. What’s the Past Part.?

2. Inf. *sank"jan ‘to cause to sink’
   a. What other verb might this be built from?

3. Inf. hlaupen Pret.Sg. *hehlaup ‘to run’
   a. What’s the Pret.Pl.?

4. Inf. *dragan, Pret.Sg. *drōg ‘to drag’
   a. What’s the Past Part.?

5. Inf. *reisan, Past Part. *risan ‘to rise’
   a. What’s the Pret.Sg.?

6. Inf. badōn ‘to bathe’
   a. What non-verb do you think this might be related to?

   a. What’s the Past Part.?

8. Inf. *teran, Pret.Sg. *tar ‘to destroy’
   a. What’s the Pret.Pl.?

9. Pret.Pl. *k"ēðum ‘to talk’
   a. What’s the infinitive?

10. Inf. *atjan ‘to eat, etch’
a. What other verb might this be built from?